
Declaration over Michigan

From Gina Gholston prophecy:
We declare, that we the remnant warriors in 
Michigan have not forgotten God and His promise 
for Michigan.  With our prophetic eyes we see in the 
name “Michigan” – “Michigan will see Me again.”

We see an unstoppable flow of Holy Ghost power in 
Michigan that sets things in motion to reveal and 
uncover, then to revive and recover!



We declare a bubbling up of water like a geyser and 
even erupting like a geyser.  This swell of an 
underground current will rise up in Michigan and it 
will burst forth and form into a wave of justice that 
will impact the nation.  The Master Lion Jesus’ roar 
is being heard from Michigan.

We declare a wave comes forth from the geyser, 
with the face of a lion and a mighty roar.  We decree 
that which was once muzzled in Michigan is getting 
back its voice.  Michigan is again God’s mouthpiece 
and is releasing God’s sound like the sound of many 
waters that reverberates throughout the nation.



We declare that God’s power is twirling over 
Michigan in an unstoppable spin breaking the 
surface to relieve the pressure from the “swell” of 
God’s manifested glory.  Reformation is pushing 
forth.  The die is cast and cannot be stopped.  The 
geyser is being released.

We declare that Michigan, though it is the shape of 
a mitten, is a boxing glove and is about to deliver a 
knock-out blow; an unexpected and fatal blow to a 
major agenda that is at work in this nation.  We, the 
remnant warriors in Michigan are lacing up our 
gloves and will deliver a shocking upper cut and a 
giant in this nation will fall!



From Apostle Barbara Yoder prophecy:
We declare we are in a critical breakthrough moment in 
the state of Michigan, a “kairos” window is open.  In 
this strategic moment we are turning the battle at the 
gates.  In this season we are releasing THE VOICE from 
Michigan.  

We declare the portals of heaven have opened as they 
did for Jacob when the angels ascended and 
descended.  There is a heavenly defense coming to 
America now from the north to the south, east to the 
west.  There are companies of angels being released on 
assignments.  For what has been shall not be.  For we 
shall recover a nation that honors the babies.  We’ll 
recover a nation that honors justice; we’ll recover a 
nation that has liberty and honor for all.



We join ourselves in agreement with 
our Michigan brothers and sisters 
today.  We decree that we will see 
Almighty God again!  We decree that 
the spiritual geyser spoken of is 
erupting and bursting forth into a 
wave of justice in our nation.  We 
decree we release God’s voice and 
deliver a knock-out punch from 
Michigan!
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